
INSIDE THE HOME 

* Have the house as clean as possible - carpets vacuumed, surfaces dusted 

* Remove general clutter e.g. magazines, papers unnecessary items off the tops of furniture 

* Consider moving rugs off floors as this may give the room a more open feel. If you have 

 lovely timber floorboards, it would be great to keep them clear to help show them off 

* Kitchen - We tend to have the lights switched on for kitchen shots as it helps set off tiles 

 and shiny work surfaces - so replacing any burned out light bulbs would be beneficial 

* Clear worktops of everyday items only keeping a couple of appliances on show 

* Add bowls of fruit and fresh flowers - sounds a little contrived, but these help add a point 

 of interest or a splash of colour. Buy flowers a couple of days before to give them chance

 to open. 

* Remove all washing up items including the dish rack, washing up bowl, washing up liquid 

 and cloth. Remove tea towels and kitchen roll 

* Remove magnets/notes/photos on fridge 

* Hide wires from lamps and appliances - Show homes hardly ever show electrical goods  

 plugged in as  wires look messy 

* Make up beds with fresh crisp bed linen  

* Having bed side units clear of clutter makes the room look less busy 

* Consider switching on side lamps 

* Take all clutter off the top of dressers and wardrobes. 

* Remove any personal photographs that you do not want appearing on your sales  

 particulars 

Presenting Properties 
How to add value to your home…  

Emzo Marketing produce professional photography that helps sell your home. Our photography, 
combined with a little bit of pre appointment presentation by the homeowner, will help to 
showcase your property to its full potential. After all, attractive photographs will encourage 
potential buyers to come and view. 

We hope this guide may give you some tips and tricks to presenting your property that you 
might not have considered before. 



* Make sure any stored items under bed are not visible 

* Bathroom - Clear bottles / children's bath toys away. No where to put them? Anything  

 inside the bath generally does not show in the photograph so store them in there 

* Remember less is more - One towel on a towel rail looks better than two or three 

* If you want products on display, whether in the bathroom or on a bedroom dresser; then 

 they always look great grouped in odd numbers, preferably in threes, and its best to select 

 bottles that are in keeping with the colours featured in that rooms colour scheme. 

* Conservatory - Consider the removal of moss on the roof if this is going to be an issue for 

 the photograph. 

* Door mats are a little unsightly so it might be worth hiding them out of shot  

* If you have a feature fireplace, it is always quite nice to have it lit in winter time to add a 

 sense of cosiness to the picture 

* Turn side lamps on 

* Not everyone likes pets, so it is best to remove any pet paraphernalia including beds and 

 bowls  

* If you have feature bookcases in your property, have a look and make sure all books are  

 straight or even better, grouped in different heights. It will make a cluttered space look  

 more appealing.  

* If your house is blessed with an amazing view, make sure your windows are nice and clean 

 so we can get a shot incorporating the view from the room 

  

OUTSIDE THE HOME 

* Hide wheelie bins 

* Take the vehicles off of the driveway 

* Complete any general maintained to ensure the front of the property is looking its best for 

 the shoot including any paintwork, trimming hedgerow, washing drive/patio, removing  

 weeds. 

* In summertime it is worth getting out cushions to dress the garden furniture. 

* Hide the washing line and have no washing on show 

* Remove any unwanted items you do not want in photo - garden waste, unwanted garden 

 furniture (sweeping brush,hose, watering can etc) 


